Webinar
Summary
Seattle Children's Hospital
had a math problem.
10,000 employees and 1,100 parking spaces. This
parking predicament is all too familiar for today's
large employer.
In this inaugural session in Luum’s Webinar Series,
Director of Transportation, Jamie Cheney took us on
a deep dive through Seattle Children’s Hospital
(SCH) commute program evolution—sharing its ﬁrst
policies, current benchmarks, and their strong
desire to support the workforce of the future with
aﬀordable and convenient commute options.

KEY BUSINESS MOTIVATORS
When developing its commute
program, Seattle Children’s Hospital
assessed several key business
motivators to inform its policies:

Using a strategic blend of incentives and
disincentives—which they activate and administer
through Luum—SCH has reduced its drive-alone
rate to 33%.

Couldn’t tune in live?
Check out the recording (with transcript available) by
clicking the red button or explore the key takeaways,
survey results and Q&A by clicking the blue button.

Bold plans for more clinical space
seeking approval for building permits
from the city, SCH needed to meet
Seattle city’s regulation of reducing SOV
rates to 30% by 2030
Limited parking resources
employee count greatly outnumbered
parking spaces, meaning SCH needed to
reduce parking demand
Supporting the workforce of the
future to attract and retain the best and
brightest, SCH wanted to oﬀer the most
comprehensive & forward-thinking
transportation beneﬁts possible
Environmental sustainability
directly correlated to high amounts of
patient visits for asthma and bronchitis,
SCH felt an obligation to impact
sustainability, air quality and ultimately
the patients they serve.

SCH COMMUTE AMENITIES
+ Commute bonus

+ Free ‘last mile’ employee shuttles

+ Bike shop

+ Daily/tiered parking charges

+ Personal commute plan

+ Bike 101 class

+ Deeply subsidized transit passes

+ Contests & rewards

+ Secure bike parking

+ Carpool/vanpool matching services with
free or reduced premium parking options

+ Free company bikes for 2 days/week/year
bike commute commitment

+ TransitScreens for
real-time transit info

For more information please visit luum.com or start a conversation with sales@luum.com

